
Buchungsvereinbarung                                                                      Englisch 
 
Institution: ________________________________________ 

Annex 1: Booking agreement  

This booking agreement is a binding element of the Education and Care contract 

of _______________. 

The agreement on booking hours in the framework of the opening hours of the institution is based on the hours of 

attendance as planned with binding effect by the Parents of the child in the institution in which the child is to be 

educated, nurtured and supervised. The agreement on booking hours will be waived in exceptional cases in which 

changes to the child’s hours in the institution (e.g. for medical appointments) are arranged with the Provider / the 

teaching staff and in cases of absence due to holiday and sickness. Parents / Guardians are not permitted to enter 

into an agreement concerning particular booking hours if they have no intention of making full use of those hours. 

Information about the child  

First and surname of the child: ______________________________     date of birth: __________     ID: ________ 

Booking hours of the Parents   

Booking from __________ 

Booking hours category: Hours 

  from to and from to   

Monday                               
       hours 

Tuesday                               
       hours 

Wednesday                               
       hours 

Thursday                               
       hours 

Friday                               
       hours 

Booking hours per week        hours 

Average daily booking hours        hours 
 

Weighting (increase due to greater support needs) 

The child meets the criteria for the following weighting: 

 Child under three years of age 

 Child from three years of age to school age 

 Child over school age 

 Child whose parents are both of non-German origin (evidence enclosed). 

 Child with disability or threat of disability (evidence enclosed). 

 Guest child - grant-issuing municipality: ____________________ 

The Parents warrant that the information given above is correct and complete. 

The Parents must promptly disclose any changes to the agreed booking hours. 

In the event of a need to change the agreed booking hours or changes to the weighting 
during the term of the contract, the changes are to be accommodated by means of a new written booking agreement 
and, if applicable, a new agreement on parental contributions between the Parents and the Provider. 

_________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________ 

(place / date) (place / date) 

_________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________ 

(Signature of Parents / Guardians) (Signature of the Provider)
 


